
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Spring 2022, the Salve Dining Team implemented Win-It-Wednesday, a weekly 

giveaway hosted on Instagram (@SalveReginaDining), and it was a hit! 

 

Working with Pepsi to get some of the hottest electronics on the market, we promoted 

Pepsi products and had students interact by sharing their favorite flavors or sharing 

how an energy drink makes them feel. These asks may seem small, but each comment 

serves as a recommendation to a student that hasn’t yet had the opportunity to try. 

 

It didn’t take much time for the Win-It-Wednesday initiative to take off and grow in popularity. Once 

students started tagging their friends, word about the giveaways spread like wildfire, leading to a 

significantly increased number of entries as well as increased sales of the promoted Pepsi products. 

 

Not only has this program created more positivity around the student perception of 

Salve Regina Dining, but it has also supported us in creating a more accessible 

persona that is more conducive to receiving meaningful and detailed feedback. 

Students have been much more active via the online comment card for feedback as 

well as through emails to the management team. Offering quick responses and the 

best solutions we can, our team tirelessly works to serve the Salve Regina 

community.  

 

Win-It-Wednesday is a way to give back to our customers and get them excited about dining with us. 

Fostering friendly competition and encouraging interaction between students in the comments, we have 

built a strong student ally group and have been able to make more meaningful relationships with the 

students we serve every day. 

 

We are looking forward to making Win-It-Wednesday a staple of the Salve Regina Dining program 

moving forward, and we are sure to have lots of great prizes rotating in and out of our selection. Be sure 

to tune in to Win-It-Wednesday in the Fall 2022 semester on Instagram @SalveReginaDining. 


